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To study communications is to learn how attitudes and opinions
are transmitted, or in other words, the transmission of ideas.
Conventionally, people tend to think that the structure of communi-
cation is a one-step flow form. The print and broadcast media become
important instruments in the transmission of ideas. Therefore, ad-
.vertising is regarded as an efficient method of communication to
consumers, The figure below shows its communication link:
Manufacturer D4, through appropriate choices of media, directs
messages to individuals Cl through C6, who are considered as the
potential consumers of his product. By doing this, the manufacturer
thinks that the consumers will notice the advertisement and will be
informed and persuaded to eventually purchase the product.
In recent years, it was discovered that this formal mode of
transmission had been over-emphasized. ldea:s, actually, often
H
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6
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penetrate the public by interaction of people without any apparent
influence of the mass media. It is discovered that an "individual
person who reads something and talks about it with other people can-
not be taken simply as a simile for social entities like newspapers
or magazines. He himself needs to be studied in his two-fold capa-
city as a communicator and as a relay point in the network. of mass
1
communications."
It was not until the 1940 U.S. presidential campaign that the
importance of personal influences became apparent. The effect of
radio and print on developing vote decisions was investigated and
it was found that the effect of mass media was small as compared to
that of personal influences. People tended to conform closely to
the political climate of their social environment. Those who made
up their minds late in the campaign, and those who changed their
minds during the course of the campaign, were more likely than
others to mention personal influence in making their decisions,
evidencing that their decisions were strongly influenced by the
advice and suggestions of people whom they met in the course of
their daily lives. Those persons who are likely to shape opinions
of their fellows' are called opinion leaders.
The study of the campaign also involved two more sets of
.findings. First, it was concluded that opinion leaders are to be
1 ElIhu Katz and Paul F. Laz.arsfeld, "Personal Influence,
New York: The Free Press, 1965, p.l.
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found at,ever y level of society and presumably are very much like
the :-people they influence. Secondly,. compared with the rest of the
population, opinion leaders were found to be considerably more
exposed to.radio, to newspapers and to magazines, that is, to the
formal media of communication.2
Because' of these findings, the question has been raised that
the flow of mass communications may be less direct than the supposed
one-step flow of communication. It may be in. the form of influence
through certain mass media first reaching "opinion leaders" who,
in turn, pass the messages to their every-day associates.-.In other
words, the actual channels through which information flows is a
two-step flow of communications, its structure being diagrammed in
the following figure
Manufacturer 1i sends the messages to consumers Cl through C7.
C2, C4 and C6 do not respond directly, while C3, C5 and C7 not
only notice the message but pass it along orally to C2, C4, C6 and
C8. C3, C5 and C7 are known as the opinion leaders from whom C2,
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potential consumers who may not have heard the original message
(e.g. individual C8), but also reinforce the message on those who
have (e.g. individuals C2, C4 and C6), giving a personal stimulant
to the communications process.
Meaning of Opinion Leaders
Man is a gregarious animal. He generally prefers to exist
in groups. Members of a group are either leaders or followers.
Within each group, exists those. who are respected or being listened
to. They are referred to as leaders who often possess formal titles.
Information and influence flow from these people to followers; that
is, the flow is "vertical."
In other situations,'there are people who may have no formal
position in the power structure of the group, but are highly in-
flucential members of the group. They exert great influence on
other members' opinion-forming process and their opinions are lis-
tened to.and respected more than anyone else's. They are called
opinion leaders, or horizontal opinion leaders, which this parti-
cular study investigated.
Although a standarized definition of opinion leadership has not
yet been agreed upon, Berelson and 'Steiner has given a concise defi-
. ninon for opinion leaders which can be considered as a summary of
the theoretical and empirical literature on the topic:
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Opinion leaders...... exist in virtually all primary groups......
By and' large, opinion leaders are like the rank and file of
their associates but of slightly higher educational or social
status; they give much greater attention to the mass media on
the topics of their opinion leadership; they are better informed,
more partisan,. and more active than their associates. Opinion
leaders differ from different topics...... but they have in
common their channelling of the impersonal content of mass3
communications into the personal stream of influence......
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study was to' show the methodology employed
in:
1. Distingusihing the women's clothing opinion leaders from
the non-leaders in Hong Kong. (At the same time, women's
clothing innovators who are the first to try a new style
was also distingusihed, whether the innovator was the
same as an opinion leader was also explored.)
2. Finding out characteristics of women's clothing opinion
leaders, especially exploring those sources from which
they usually seek information about clothing.
We'shall try to determine their characteristics by testing
the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1: Opinion leaders are significantly more sociable
than non-leaders.
3 Bernard Berelson and Gary A. Steiner, "Human Behavior and
Inventory-of Scientific Findings," New York: Harcourt, -brace and
World, Inc, 1964, p.550.
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Hypothesis 2: Opinion leaders are significantly more aware of
general attributes and clothing attributes than
non-leaders,,
Hypothesis 3: Opinion leaders are significantly more inter-
ested in clothing than non-leaders.
Hypothesis 4: Opinion leaders are significantly more venture-
some in clothing than non-leaders.
Hypothesis 5: Opinion leaders are significantly more exposed
to mass media than non-leaders.
Hypothesis 6: Opinion leaders read fashions and women's maga-
zine significantly more than non-leaders.
Hypothesis 7: Opinion leaders have the same demographic charac-
teristics as non-leaders, except for their higher
position and economic status.
Hypothesis 8: Opinion leaders p'y significantly more attention
to fashion than non-leaders.
Hypothesis 9: Opinion leaders seek significantly more clothing
information than non-leaders.
Hypothesis 10: Opinion leaders are significantly more innovative
than non-leaders.
Because of the limitation of time, only a small sample was
chosen. The study is intended to show the use of an economical
methodology. Manufacturers, retailers, or those who are' interested
in women's clothing opinion leaders can use the same method-to find
out results they need.
7
Importance of the Study
The'study showed ways of spotting opinion leaders of women's
clothing in Hong Kong, and found out the kind of people who may
qualify as opinion leaders. This was-done in terms of their demo-
graphic and social characteristics, their behavioral attributes,
their interest and venturesomeness in clothing, and their frequency
of exposure to mass media. How opinion leaders were related to the
persons whom they influenced was also discovered, i.e. are they
older or younger; are they richer or poorer; etc.
This kind of information could also be very important to manu-
facturers, retailers, advertising, and public relations agencies
who could use the same methodology. They will be able to get find-
ings which are potentially valuable in improving their communication
techniques and in obtaining a better understanding of opinion leaders,
Advertising campaigns will be more effectively conducted if opinion.
leaders can be economically identified. Such information will be
of great benefit to media planning.
In recent years, more and more countries have been imposing
import quotas on clothing made in Hong Kong. 1.any local clothing
manufacturers have begun to develop the local market. The women's
clothing opinion leaders represent a significant target market with
high sales potential for the marketers. They also represent impor-
tant change agents in spreading fashion information.
8
In.order to integrate this market segment into marketing
strategy, the marketer must decide "what sort of communications
should be directed to them," so as to obtain the following
results:
1. That opinion leaders are persuaded.
2. That the information will be transmittable in interpersonal
channels.
The answer to this depends in part on the, characteristics of
the women's clothing opinion leaders, which were revealed in this
study,
Methodology of the Study
The approach of writing this thesis-includes a review of
literature and field work conducted on a local basis.
Library work:
Library work refers to the reading of.books and periodicals.
There are many books in psychology and sociology explaining char-
acteristics of human beings. Books on consumer behavior and mar-
keting management were also read in order to acquire knowledge
about opinion leaders. Most of these books are published in the
United States. The writer had to use foreign articles because of
the small number of local publications on this subject.` To the
author's knowledge, there has never been research on women's
clothing. opinion leaders,. in Hong Kong.
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FieldJwork:
The research instruments for this survey were personal interview
schedules and self-administered questionnaires. Office female em-
ployees constitute the population. Two large offices were chosen
at random. One was a government institution, while the other is a
department of a major company. The female employees who worked in
.these offices were sampled. Opinion leaders were discovered in
each office.
Limitation of the Study
Because of the natural constraints on time and money, a complete
coverage of the whole population was not feasible. The accuracy of
the results may have been affected by sampling and non-sampling
errors.
Another problem was the limitation of variables. The charac-
teristics under study were categorized into five sets of variables:
(1) demographic; (2) sociological; (3) behavioral attributea; (4)
interest and venturesomeness in clothing; and (5) mass media ex--
posure.
Clothing was limited to everyday clothing only. Clothing for
specific meetings or formal events was not considered
Brief Description of Chapters
The rest of the chapters are arranged in the following manner.
10
Chapter II presents a detailed review of the literature related to
this study. In chapter III, the methodology of the research will
be investigated with respect.to the questionnaire design. Chapter





The concept of opinion leadership has been intensively studied
in recent years. The number of theoretical approaches and research
strategies has increased proportionally, and a many results have
been found. In this chapter, the author will summarize the ideas
of the related literature in the following categories:
I. Discovery of Opinion Leaders
II. Importance of Interpersonal Communication
III. Meaning of Opinion Leaders
IV. Research Done on Opinion Leaders
(1) Methodology Used
(2) Results Found
V. Fashion Opinion Leaders
DicsoceEy of Opinion Leaders
The discovery of opinion leaders began with the study of the
1940 presidential election campaign in U.S.A. In the course of
investigating how people made up their minds, and why .:they changed
them, it was found that radio, the printed page, and other mass
media had little effect on vote decisions and changes in vote
12
decisions. Therefore, they were not major determinants of an
individual's vote decision.4
In-order to find out key determinants, people who made up
their minds late in the campaign, and those who changed their minds
during the course of the campaign, were asked what influenced their
decision;.the answers were much the same: other people which con-
cluded that personal influence is the major source of influence.
There were people who exerted a disproportionately great influence
on the vote decisions of their'fellows. These people were called
"opinion leaders." Opinion leaders were found to be distributed
in all occupational groups, and on every social and economic level.
Importance of Interpersonal Communication
The importance of word-of-mouth communication in securing pro-
duct acceptance was raised by Ralph Butter in his book "Marketing&
Merchandising,"5 Later, Katz and Lazarsfeld, in their book "Per-
sonnal Influence," discovered that interpersonal communication had
greater impact in brand switching for small food products, soaps,
than mass media.6cleansers and household f oods,
4 Elihu Katz and Paul F. Lazarsfeld, Personal Influence* New
York: The Free Press, 1965, p.31.
5 Ralph Butter, Marketing& Mercha ndisin.., New York: Alexander
Hamilton Institute, 1923.
6 Elihu Katz and Paul Lazarsfed, Personal Influence, Glencoe:
Free Press, 1965.
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William Whyte found that the ownership of air conditioners was
clustered within white-collar neighborhoods although the neighborhoods
were homogeneous in age and socio-economic status. He explained
that the clusters of ownership evidenced a powerful communication
network.7
George Fisk found that family, friends and neighbors were the
8
chief sources from which to obtain information on new food products,
while Sidney. Feldman also found friends, neighbors and-co-workers
were major sources of information in selecting physicians.9
More recently, Charles W.: King found that personal influence
is an important factor in adoption of new fashions; Nicosia also
found that it was an important factor in the influence of auto
insurance purchase.
Meaning of Opinion Leaders
A standardized definition of opinion leadership has not yet
been agreed upon. A lot of operational definitions were given to
identify the concepts of horizontal opinion leaders. Here are
some of them:
7 William Whyte, Jr., "The Web of Word--of-Mouth," Fortune,
50 (November,1954), PP-140-31 204-120
8 George Fisk, "Ifedia Influence Reconsidered," Public Opinion
Quarterly, 23 Sp rin 1959), pp.83--91.
9 Sidney Feldman, "Some Dyadic Relationships Influencing Consumer
Choice, 'Iin Raymond M. Haas, ed., 1066, Fall Proceedings of the
American. Marketing Association, Chicago, 1966, PP. 758-75.
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1. "Opinion leaders. are the mediation of information flows.“10
.2. -Opinion leaders "act not only as channels of information
but also as a source of social pressure toward a particular
choice, and of social support to reinforce the' choice once
it has been made.1111
3. "Opinion leaders are group members whose actions and
opinions are likely to have a strong influence on those
of other members of the group."12
40 "Opinion leaders are a class of individuals from whom
others seek information and advice."13
5. Opinion leadership is "leadership at its simplest: It
is casually exercised, sometimes unwitting and unbeknown,
within the smallest grouping of friends, family members,
and neighbors. It is not leadership on the high level
of a Churchill, nor of a local politico, nor even of a
local social elite. It is at quite the opposite extreme:
It is the almost invisible, certainly inconspicuous, form
of leadership at the person-to-person level of ordinary,
initimate, informal, everyday contact." 4
6.. "Opinion leaders refers to one who exerts disproportionate
influence on others through interpersonal communication."15
10 Flihu Katz and Paul F. Lazarsfeld, Personal Influence, New
York: Free Press of Glencoe, 1965.
11 Ibid.
12 Bernard Berelson and Gary A. Steiner, Human Behavior: An
Inventory of Scientific Find in New York: Harcourt, Brace.&
World, Inc., 19 4, p.554
13 Joseph R. Mancuso, "Why Not Create Opinion Lenders for New
Product Introductions?" Journal of Marketiaag, Vol. 33 (July, 1960),
p.20.
14 Elihu Katz and Paul F. Lazarsfeld, Personal Influence, 3lew
York:. The Free Press, 1065, p.32.
15 John 0. Summers, "Generalized Change Agents& innovativeness,"
Journal of Marketing Research, Vol G VIII (August, 1971), p.313.
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7. Opinion leaders are "those trusted and informed people
who exist in virtually all primary groups, who are the
'models' for opinion within their group, who listen to
and read in the media, and who then pass on information
and influence to heir circle of relatives, friends and
IIA
accquaintances.
8. Opinion leaders are "individuals who exert considerable
personal influence because other people seek information
from them and/or because 1hers accept the advice volun-
teered by these leaders.
"Common observations and many community studies show that
in every area and for every public issue there are certain
people who are most concerned about the issues as well as
most articu ate-about them. We call them the 'Opinion
leaders'.18
Research Done on Opinion Leaders
A lot of research has been done in this field. Their purposes
were limited to the following points:
(1) Identifying opinion leaders.
(2) Finding out the characteristics of opinion leaders.
16 Bernard Berelson and Gary A. Steiner, Human Behavior: An
Inventor of Scientific Findin g s, New York: Harcourt, Brace&
World, inc., 1964, p,550.
17 Johan Arndt, "Word-of Mouth Advertising,"'. in Donald F. Cox,
ed., Risk Taking. and Information Handling in Consumer Behavior, Boston:
Graduate School of Business, Harvard University, 1967, p.217.
18 Paul Lazarefeld Bernard Berelson, and Hazel Gaudet, The




According to King and Summers, the measures used to identify
opinion leadership can be grouped into three categories:
1. The sociometric method involves asking respondents from whom
.they get advice and. from whom they seek advice or information in some
given topic area.
2. The key informant method requires the use of informed indivi-
duals in a social system to designate opinion leaders in a topic area.
3. The self-designating method relies on. the respondent to
evaluate his own influence, depending on the report of the person who
has presumably influenced another. "l9
Among these three methods, self-designating is the most commonly
used one. "This approach is based on several "self-detecting"
questions. These involve recent, specific, documented, advice-
giving incidents, together with the respondent's own self-appraisal
of the likelihood,:' comc.red with the other women she knows, of her
b sought out for advice in each particular topical area. "2° Katz
and Lazarsfeld used this method, followed by n "follow-up" technique,
to find out about the. opinion leaders in the areas of marketing,
fashions,-movie-going, and publ is areas. 21 In the Decatur study, this
1 Charles W. King and John 0. Summers, "Overlap of Opinion Leader-
ship Across Consumer Product Categories," Journal of Marketing Research,
Vol. VII(February, 1970), p.44
20 Flihu Katz and Paul F. Lazarsfel d, Personal Influence, New York:
The Free Press, 1965, p.148.
21 Ibid, n.147 .
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method was used, to distinguish the opinion leaders from the resaon-
dents.2. Francesco M. Nicosia also used the same method to' find out
the opinion leaders in the field of auto insurance. 23
The characteristics of opinion leaders are tested by questions
related to variables such as demographic, psychol_ovica.l., general
awareness, mRss media exposure, etc.
Results Found
Since so much research has been done in this area, opinion leader
research is no longer new. Their general nature and characteristics
have been discovered.
Demographic Variables:
Katz and Lazarsfeld found that transmitters were concentrated
on young singles, small-family wives, and the middle and upper
so John 0. Summers also found that women's
.24social status groups
clothing fashion opinion leaders were highly concentrated on
the segments which are younger, had more education, had higher
22 Elihu Katz, "The Two-Step Flow of Communication: An UD-to-Date
Report on an Hypothesis," The Public Opinion Quarterly, Princeton, New
Jersey: Princeton University, Vol. XXI, No. 1 Sprinsr, 195?), p.6?.
23 Francesco M. Nicosia, Opinion Leadership& the Flow of Commu-
hication: Some Problems& Prospects, Institute of Business,. Economic
Research, University of California, Berkeley.
24 Elihu Katz and Paul. Lazarsfeld, Personal Influence, Glencoe,
Ill. Free Press, 1455.
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incomes and .had ,higher occupational status.25 o;never, Myers
and Robertson discovered that opinion leaders cannot be identi-
fied by demoraphic factors, 26 which is in contract to the find-
ing of Katz and Lazarsfeld. Lawrence G. Corey found that there
were no significant differences between opinion leaders' and non-
leaders on characteristics of age,. education and marital status,
but there were significant differences on social status, income
and occupati.on.27
Sociological, Variables:
Myers and Robertson found that opinion leadership had little
to do with social activity; the number of different groups a
housewife belongs to has little relation to her exercise of
opinion leadership. 28
John A. Mantilla discovered.that opinion leaders were foi.ind
to.be more heavily :exposed to impersonal. sources of information
029
ing influentia.is in the firm.than other buy .
25 John 0. Summers, "The Identity of Women's Clothing Fashion
Opinion Leaders," Journal of Marketing Research, Vol. VII (May, 1970),
pp.178-85
26James H. Myers and Thomas S. Robertson, "Dimensions of Orionion
Leadership,"Journal of Marketing Research, Vol* IX(Februutrv, 1°72) pn.kl-6.
27 Lawrence G. Corey, 'People Who Claim To 'Be Opinion Leaders:
Identifying Their Characteristics by Self-Report," Jo'irna1. of Marketxnr,
Vol. 35(October, 1971), PP-48-53.
28 James H. Myers and Thomas S. Robertson, "Dimension of Opinion
Leaderhsip, "Journal of Marke tir v Research, Vol. IX(Fr..°hruary,, 1972), pn. t l-6.
29 John A. Martilla, "'Nord-of-Mouth Communication in the Industrial
Adoption Process," Journal of Marketi.riz Research, Vol.. VIII(Ma4:, 1971.),
pp 173-8.
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John 0. Summers found that opinion leaders are sicnificantly
more sociable than non-leaders.30
Discussion, Knowledge, and Interest:
Nicosia found that auto insurance opinion leaders tended to
know more about such insurance than non-leaders, but he drew the
attention to that "there can be resrondents who influence others
despite their lack of mass media exposure and their ignorance
71.
of that about which they are talking."
Myers and Robertson also said that opinion leadership was
rather highly related to knowledge about a topic, discussion
about it, and the amount of interest in it. 32
Lawrence G. Corey found that consumer opinion leaders will
be significantly more involved in activities related to their
topic and significantly more informed about new' developments in
their topic than non-leaders.33
30 John. O.-Summers, "The Identity of Women's Clothing Fashion
Opinion Leaders," Journal of Marketina Research, Vol.. VII (Mav, 1970),
pp.178-85.
31 Francisco M. Nicosia, "Opinion Leadership and the, Flow of
Communication: Some Problems&• Prospects," Proceedi.nvs, Fall Conference,
American Marketing Association, 1964, p.355.
32 James H. Myers and Thomas S. Robertson, "Dimensions of Opinion
Leadership," Journal of Marketing Research, Vol. IX(Fehruary, 1972),
P.41-60.
33 Lawrence G. Corey, "People Who Clam To Be Opinion Leaders:
Identifying Their Characteristics by Self-Report," Journal of Harketinw,
Vol. 35(October, 1971), pp.48-53.
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Mass Media Exposure:
Opinion leaders were found to be considerably more exr.osed
to the radio,. to newspapers and to magazines, that is, to the
formal media of communication.34 Lawerence G.Corey found that
consumer opinion leaders will read media directly related to
their consumer topic significantly more often than non-leaders.
John 0. Summers discovered that "radia listening, television
viewing, and book readership had no apparent effect in determining
opinion leadership in women's clothing fashions, while total
l.y related to this trait."35
Information Seeking:
Thomas S. Robertson in his article "The Effect of the Informal
Group Upon Member Innovative Behavior," wrote the following: "The
opinion leadership' concept is misleadin7 in meny ways. The
tendency is to think in terms of a dominant influential seeking
out influences SIC who never influence the influential. Yet,
both source-initiated and recipient-initiated influence occurs;
influence is often two-way; and influence is a matter of decree-
no one person is exclusively influential."36
34 Ibid, p.51.
35 John 0. Summers, "The Identity of Women's Cloth ..n Fashion
Opinion Leaders," Journal of Marketing Research, Vol. VII (May, 1.970),
PP.178-85..
36 ThomRs S. Robertson, 'The Effect of the Informal. Crou r Unon
Member Innovative Behavior." Proceed3 nc!s, Fall Conference, American
Marketing Association, 10.68, PP.334-40.
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Summers and King found that opinion leaders were more active
as receivers of product information from personal sources than.
non-leaders;37 and R. F. Bales also discovered that those indi-
viduals who transmitted frequently also received the communica-
tions frequently.38 Reynolds and Darden's findings "indicate
that interpersonal communications can be conceptualized in. a
broader context and that the conditions for reciprocal effects
of interpersonal communication are present for those individuals
who are simultaneously information transmitters and information
seekers."39
Relationship Between Opinion Leadership and Innovativeness:
Myers and Robertson found that there was a moderate relation-
ship between opinion leadership and innovative behavior. 40 John
0. Summers analyzed his data and found that there was not, a strong
37 John O. Summers and Charles W. Konp, "Opinion Leadership& New
Product Adoption," Paper No. 243, Institute for Research in the Beha-
vioral, Economic,& Management Sciences, Purdue University, 1969.
38 R. F. Bales, R. Strodtbeck, T. Mills, and M. E. Rosenborough,
"Channels of Communication in Small Groups," American Sociological.
Review, 16(December, 1951), p.463.
3 9 Fred-D. Reynolds, and William R. Darden, 1W.u1.tua11y Adaptive
Effects of Interpersonal Ca: ;municat .on," Journal of Marketing Resarck,
Vol.VII(November, 1971), pp.449-54.
4 James H., Mand Thomas S. Rohe,rtson, "Dimensions of Opinion
Leadership,H.Journal. of Marketing Research . Vol IX(February, 1972).
pp-41-6.
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relationship between innovativeness and opinion Leadership for
consumer products; although positive relationships were recorded
for all six product categories, which were packaged food pro-
ducts, household. cleansers and detergents, women's c1othing
fashions, cosmetics and personal grooming ands, sma1.l appliances
and large appliances, with the exception of women's clothing
fashions fewer than half of.the innovators qualified as opinion
41.
leaders.
Above listed are.only some important studies of opinion leadership.
Because of the limitation of time, many are not listed. For example,
Mancuso wrote an article, building panels of opinion leaders among
consumers on the basis of predetermined personal characteristics re-
laced to social status; Steward made a study on the relationship
between opinion-leadership on consumer topics and awareness of new
grocery products; Engel studied word-of-mouth communication; and
Webster investigated the-uses of various communication theories. to
industrial markets.
Fashion Opinion Leaders
Fashion is an arena where personal influences are very active in
influencing people making their decisions. Therefore; how to locate
the fashion leaders is important.
& innovat?veness41 John 0. Sum ers" Generalized C:an a Agents
Journal of Marketing Research. Vol.VIII(Aupust, 1971), pp.313-6.
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Katz and Lazarsfeld made a study of fashion opinion leaders and
found that girls were the key influentials in fashion. Gregarious-
ness and social status were factors influencing fashion leadership;
fashion leadership increased with increasing s re ariousness, but
social status only had some part in determining fashion opinion
leaders. There were as many fashion opinion leaders in the middle
status as on. the high side and somewhat fewer on the low status side.
John 0. Summers had done research on the chpracteristics of
women's clothing fashion opinion leaders, finding that fashion opinion
leaders were younc-er, had more education, higher incomes and higher
occupational status;.they are more sociable, assertive, progressive,
more frequently exposed to mass media, and had greater involvement in
fashion than non-leaders.
Reynolds and Darden examined the two-way transfer of information
about women's clothing fashions, and found that the fashion opinion
2
'nformation seekers.leaders were both information transmitters and information .
Although many studies have been done which can he said to have
covered nearly all parts in the field of opinion leaders, nearly all
of the studies were done in U.S.A. As best can be determined, there
has never been research on women's clothing opinion leaders in Hong
Kong. Therefore, a research study done in Hong Konr was necessary.
42 Fred D. Reynolds and Will, jam R. Darden, "Mutually Adaptive
Effects of Interpersonal Cormunicatior, ".Journal of Marketing Research,
Vol. VIII(November, 1971), pp.kI1--54.
24
The author. used a convenient method which she thought was more suit-




This chapter shows the methods used to select offices, respondents,
and.construction of the questionnaire. As previously mentioned, it
was decided to limit the study to two offices ices in the local- area.
Selection of Offices
The two offices were selected so that the following objective
could be met. First, the number of people in each office was about
the same. (approximately 24), so that they would not ho too' srnal 1. to
identify opinion leaders. Further, it was hoped that the nature of
the two offices would be different. For example, Poch should repre-
sent a different kind of institution.. Finally, people in different
offices maybe surrounded by different environments which may he an
important factor influencing their clothing choices.
On the basis of the stated criteria, the two offices chosen were:
(1) The Chinese University and(?) an office in the corrruter depart-
went of Jebsen& ation., the foxrr r office was lo-
cated at Shatin, New. Territories, where tenviront is more casual
toward clothing styles. The latter office was in Cenlra. District,




After choosinf the offices, it was necessary to select respondents
within each office. For an office with more than 24 female employees,
only 24 of them were chosen. Because opinion leaders were P-oinq to
be -picked out by both the self-desivnation and others-desipnr t on
methods, the employees chosen had to know each other.
Method Chosen for Data Collection
Each respondent was-given a set of questionnaires. Before de ter-
mining the nature of the questions, various means were examined. An
open-ended question is a question thst.rrovides only the c1nss of.
answer and the resrondent must formulate his own answer. A closed-
end question is a question that provides various sub-classes from
which the resrondent is to choose. 43
Because most of the questions asked whether the resrondent hnd
ever done certain things, and the frequency of doing them, closed-
end questions seemed to be more araproPri.nte. Besides, since people
:nmi rep, cttien-in Hong Kong are not accustomed to filling out. nuesti o
ended q nesti.ons will. he more difficult for them. Therefore. it was
decided to use closed-end questions. However,However, in certa
an alterna+ ive called "others (please esrecifv)" was riven , so that
43 Fred T. Schreier, Modern Market i rc Research. A Behptv oral
Approach, (Belmont, California: Wadsworth Publishing, 19c3, 0.79.
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respondents could express their ideas in case the alternatives offered
were not suitable.
The method of data collection was for the author to br ng the
questionnaires to each office and rive a set to each resr_.ondent.
Before the respondents filled out the questionnaires, the author
would briefly explain the purpose of the survey and the how to Fill
out the questionnaires. However, the purpose of the survey was said
to only investigate clothing buyin+rr behavior it Hong Kong; tr,op, reason
for so doing was to avoid the tension of the respondents that might
occur if they knew that certain opinion leaders were going- to he
picked from their Proup.
Arrangement of Identity Numbers
In order to maintain anonymity, the Identity Number method was
used. Each respondent in each office was iven an Identity Number,
for exarple: Identity Number 1, Identity Number 2, etc. When she we..R
given the questionnaires to fill in, she was not asked to fill. in her
name, but her identity number only.
Since there were n.+:.aesti.ons in the queationnnire which were re-
lated to the selection. of other employees partic pntine- in the surve'i,
a list of Name-Identity Numbers was disributed to eech rerson is the
office, so that they knew the identity numbers of other peorle, end
could fill in the corres-ond in. number of a certain person in related
questions.
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It was thought that it would' be easier for peone to fill in
numbers than names, therefore, the use of the identity number could
avoid certain biases.
Questionnaire Construction and Rationale
It was intended that the answers to these oujestions would provide
answers which would test the validity of the set of hypotheses in
Chapter I
The questions are presented with the necessary design rationale.
I. In general do you like to talk about clothing with your
friends in your office?
Yes No Don;t know
2. Would you say you Rive very little information, an average
amount of information, or a great deal of information
about clothing to your friends in your office?
You c rive very little information
You give an average amount of information
You give a great deal of information
3 Would you say you receive very little information, an
average amount of information, or a P-reat deal of infor-
mation about clothing from your, friends in your office?
You receive very little information
You receive an avera!e amount of information
You receive a great deal or information
k. Can, you think of at least two people in your office whom
you have told about some cl.othi.n in the l.aat. si.x months?
Yes No Don't know
5 If you and your friends in your office were to discuss
clothing, what cart would you be most likely to play?
You mainly lister to your friends' ideas
You try to cor virce therr, or your ideas
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6. Do you influence the types of clothes your friends in
your. office buy?
rarely sometimes always
7. Compared with your friends in your office, you are:*
less likely to be asked for advice about clothing
about as likely to be asked for advice about
clothing. as others_
more likely to be asked for advice about cl othin
8. Do you feel you arereneral.ly regarded by your friends
in your office as a good source of advice about clotha.nq:
Yes No Don't know
These questions were designed.to determine whether the respondent
was an opinion leader from her point of view, i.e. self-desicrnRtion
questions.
9. In your office, which lady's clothing do you admire most?
(Please fill in the Identity Number-of the lady)
Do you attempt to dress like this person?
Yes No Don't know
Do you ask this person for information about clothi na?
Yes No Don't know
This qubstion was the other-designation question of opinion
leaders, asking the respondent to pick out the opinion leader from
her office. This question could be used as a check for questions 1-8.
10. In general, von are rot influenced by other people in
your office on clothing or you do not ask other people's
advice on clothing. (Please check the answer most suitable)
Strongly Disagree Sligtly Neutral Slicotly Agree Strongly
disagree disegree a reaaref
This question was alsoud as a check for quscions 1-8
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3.1. In your office, which lady is the first person to try
a new style of clothin when it core s out?
Honestly, I think I am the.person
is the tierson.
(Please fill, in the Identity No. of the 1.ady)
Idon't know about these things
29. Among your friends in your office, you are the first
one to try a new style of clothing.
rarely sometimes always
30. How. often do you try new ideas in clothin?
not at al.l Occasionally frequently
31. You always try new clothing fashion dust nout.
not true fairly true very true
These questions were used to determine whether opinion loaders
were also innovators.
Questions 1.2-20 were used to test the Sociol ogicnl Varian?! :s of
respondents.
12. From Jan. 1,1971 up to now, hnw many times have you
moved your home?
times.
1. From Jan. l,'1971 up to now, how many r1 Aces outside
of Hong Kong have you travelled?
places.
These questions were designed to test the physical mobility
of respondents.
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14. Do you often communicate with your friends (vi.a. telerhone,
letters, and cards)?
never seldom sometimes often
This question was used to test the decree of frenuf-,ntv of social
communications of respondents.
15. YouA are a member of
less than 2 2 orPanizat ons more than 2
organizations ormani zations
Give the names of the ors-anizati ons and your position. in
the organizations. (By position, for example: general
member, secretary, chairman, etc.)
Names of Organizations Your position in the orc sni.zntion
This question was used to find out the organization membership
of respondents.
i6. The time you spend in organizational. meeting is:
less than hours 8hours more than 8hours
per month per month rer month
This onestion was used to find out the degree of orranization
participation of respondents.
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17. How many separate 'groups'. or circles of friends do you
personally have?
less than 3 soups 3 groups more than 3 groups
This question was designed to measure the social. activity of
respondents.
l$. Do you participate in formal social activities (such as
plays, concerts, cocktail. Parties, etc.)?
never rarely sometimes often
This quest on was designed to fird out the frequency of partisi-
nation in formal social activities of respondents.
19. Do you participate in informal social activities (such as
va.sitinp and entertaining friends, ten meeti n.gs, etc.)?
never rarely sometimes of ten
This question. was designed to find out the frequency of partici-
pation in informal social activities of respondents.
20. If you haul to make a sinwle statement about yourself coVerinr
all the 4cia.i groups you know, would you say that r-eneral,ly
you are:
not a leader a leader in a leader in a leader in more
one roue 2 to 3 yours than, soups
This question was used to measure the social leadership of
respondents.
21. Here is a list of some recent events t% at ynn.i rrnv have
heard or read about. Would you please check () those
events you. have heard or read about.
3
The campaign of Clean ionv, Kong started on November
Hong Kong Land used the stock exchanwe to gain control
of Jardines
The Government, Labor and industry are giving their effort
to stop inflation in Britain
Forth. Vietnam wanted the ceasefire agreement to he sinned
no later than October 31, 1971
Edward Kennedy was the candidate of the democratic party
for the 1972 presidential election in U.S.A.
This question was used to test the general awareness attribute
of respondents. Some of the events were intentionally wrong to test
awareness of the respondents.
22. For the following questions, we only want your opinions
----- there are no Rieht or Wrong answers.














combination of the above
others (Please list)
(d) Do you think 'Channel' and. 'Maxi' are different or
are they the same:
Same Different Don't know
If You checked 'Same' or 'Different' on above, where








Other sources (Please secify)
Don't know
( 旗 袍 ）
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This questions was used to test the clothinc awareness and atti-
tudes of respondents. Question (d) was used to find out their in-
formation channels.
23When reading magazines or watching television and when you
see advertising about clothing, you:
don't pay any nay slight 'pay attention ray very much
attention attention attention
24. What i.s your opinion on the importance of dress?
not important somewhat important very important
at all important
These questions were intended to find out the respondent's degree
of interest in clothing.
25. Before buying dresses, how much information and advice do
you seek? (such ,ass getting information from clothing
magaznines or setting advice from your friends)
never seldom. sometimes often
26. In searching, for information, which source do you use
most? (Please check one)
reading, clothing magazines
asking your friends
watchingv, window disola ys
others (p1ease specify)
These questions were intended to find out the frenuer:cyr and sources
of information seeking by respondents.
27. You don't ray much attention to fashion trends unless a
major change takes glace.
not true somrtimes true alwavs true
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28. You are not at all interested in fashion trends.
not true sometimes true always true
This questions were intended to find out the respondent's atti-
tudes towards fashion.
29. Among your friends in your office, you are the first one
to try a new style of clothing.
rarey sometimes always
30. How often do you try now ideas in cl othinr?
not at all. occasionally frequently
31. You a) wa:rrs try new clothi nv fashion just out.
not true fairly true very true
32. You wait and see if the new c.lothinc fashion c-oin; to
be popular before you buy them.
not true fairly true very true
33. You always buy clothes that are always in style And are
well accented.
not true fairly true very true
This questions were used to find out the respondent's dear a of
venturesomeness in clothng
4. Do you listen to radio?
very oftenhnever or rarely nod. often sometimes
5. Do you watch TV?
never or rarely ont often sometimes very very ofter
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36. Do you read books?
never or rarely, not often sometimes very often
37. The following are names of magazines, please indicate how
frequently you read them:
Life
never or not often sometimes very often












四 海 周 報
電 視 週 刊
香 港 電 視





萬 人 雜 誌
七 十 年 代
盤 古







亞 洲 新 聞 週 刊
星 島 週 報










婦 女 生 活
Hairdo& Beauty .
經 濟 時 報
幸 福 家 庭
假 體 昂 生 活
新 家 庭
婦 女 與 家 庭
新 女 性








香 港 時 裝
國 際 電 影
銀 河 畫 報
亞 洲 娛 樂
當 代 文 藝
香 港 影 畫





These questions were used to find out how frequently the res-
pondent was exposed to different mass media:. radio, TV, books, and
magazines.
38. (The following are for classification purposes only)






Education (indicate the highest level of



















Married Igo"- of children
This" question was used to find out the demographic characteristics.




Having constructed the questionnaire,-:it was pretested with
employees in an office of The Chinese University of Hong Kong. The
method of data collection was acceptable and the result was good.
Then, the actual survey could begin.
The next chapter presents and analyses the data from the survey,
41Chapler.IV
RESULTS AND ANALYSTS
In this chapter, the results of the survey are followed by
analysis. The detailed results of the questionnaires, some long
calculations and more detailed. analysis are presented in the
Appendices.
Opinion Leadership Determination
Questions'l through 8 were questions to measure opinion leader
ship by the self-designating method.-.Total scores of each respondent
were recorded, and the upper 30%-of the respondents were classified
as opinion leaders.
The opinion leaders found in the office at The. Chinese University
..were people.with identity numbers of 4, 1, 9, 23, 3, 16 and 17;
while those in•the downtown office had identity numbers 24, 12, 25,
2, 22 17. and 19.
Question 9 measured opinion leadership by the other-designating
method, which was.treated as a complement to questions 1-8. Most
:=opinion leaders got votes of being the ladies whose clothing others
admired. In the office of The Chinese University, three opinion
leaders voted for themselves. Therefore, the results of the two
designating methods were well matched.
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Question 10 was used as a check for questions 1 through 9.
Opinion leaders tend, though not very heavily; to think that they
are. usually. not influenced ..by other people on clothing. The re--
',suits confirmed this assumption. (Detailed calculation and analysis
for this. part are presented in Appendix A.)
Innovativeness- Opinion Leadership Overlap
The relationship between innovativeness.and opinion leadership
was tested by questions 11, 29, 30 and 31. An innovator was de-
fined as the person who is the first one to try a new style of
clothing in the office. The.opinion leaders were. tested as to.
whether,they were always the innovators, or seldom, the innovators.
..A Chi-Square X.2: test was used,- and the 0.05 level of significance
ischoseno
The `result given by the data in both the Chinese University
and downtown` office shows that although opinion leaders tend
slightly. to be innovators, Chi-Square X2 is. not significant at
0.05 level of significance.
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Table 1
Innovativeness -.Opinion Leadership Overlap






















Not significant at 0.05 level.
a 3is actual number of people























Not significant at. 0.05 level.
(Delailed calculations are listed in Appendix B.)
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Demographic Variables of Opinion Leaders
In order to find out if opinion. leaders significantly con-
centrated,at a certain level of age, education., income, occupational
status and marital status, Chi-Sq
tion 38.
Although opinion.. leaders; were found to be concentrated at the
31-40 years age interval, the concentration is-not significant. at
OpO5 level in both offices. In the Chinese University office, the
education of opinion leaders concentrated slightly at ordinary
level; it spreaded almost equally at Secondary, Matriculation. and
Technical College. In the downtown office, the concentration was
slightly at the-high level;it was mainly at the Matriculation
and Technical College level0 Again, the concentrations are not









































Not significant at 0.05 level.



















































Not significant at 0.05 level
Detailed calculations are listed in Appendix co)
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As to income, the results of the.Chinese University office
show that opinion leaders were slightly concentrated at a higher
income level (from $1,001 to'over $1,750 per month), but the
concentration is not significant at 0.05 level of significance.
But in.the downtown office, opinion leaders were.very significantly
concentrated at a high income level, from $1,251 per month to over


















































Significant at 0.05 levela
(Detailedc.alculations are listed-in Appendix. C.)
Dealing_with'oc:cupational::status, although the results in.
both offices show that opinion. leaders are concentrated at high
levels of occupational status, the situation in the Chinese
University.is not as extreme as in the downtown office. In the
Chinese University, the concentration was not significant at
0.05 level while the downtown office, it is very significant
at 0.05 level, showing that the tendency of opinion leaders to
be of'high occupational:,status'was very significant.
49Table 5
Occupational Status Distribution












































(Detaile.d calculat ions, are listed in Appendix C.)
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The last selected demographic characteristic to be tested
was marital status. Although it is often thought that opinion
leadership is more typical, .of girls than of married women, the
results found in both offices suggest that opinion leaders
tend. to be from large fami,ly...wives group who are married women
with 2 or more children. .Members' of this group are often more
mature than single girls whose behavior is usally considered
to .be unstable and immature Thus, for this study the result s
seem to be matched and indicate that opinion leaders are in the
31-40 years of age `group. .But the results were snot statistically
significant at 0-05 'level in both offices.
Table 6
Marital Status Distribution











































Not significant at 0.05 level.
(Detailed calculations are 'listed-in Appendix C)
Sociological Characteristics of Opinion Leaders
Before other tests were applied,. T-tests were used-to test
whether the two, samples had significant differences in sociological
characteristics. The total scores each employee had in questions 12
through 20 were usedQ
The test results- showed that there were no significant differences
between the two samples in these characteristics. Therefore, the
data. of the. two offices could. be combined for. investigation
(The t-test calculation is in Appendix D.)
The. Chi.Square (X2) test showed that on the whole, opinion
leaders.were not more sociable than non-leaders. However, if only
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physical,mobility is.cons-idered opinion leaders were found to
have much.higher physical-mobility than non-leaders, which mayj
provide them with greater opportunity for exposure-to new and..
different clothing ideas. In the characteristics of social
communication, organization membership, organization participation,
social ac=tivity, participation. in formal and informal social
activities, and social leadership, there was no significant
difference between opinion leaders and non-leaders.
Table 7
Sociological Characteristics





































































































































Not significant at 0.05 level.





















Not significant at 0.05.level.
6(4.2)
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Not sign significant at 0.05 level




General Awareness of Opinion Leaders
When applying the T-test, it was discovered that there was
no significant difference in.general awareness between. employees
in. both off ices. (See Appendix E). Therefore,.,the data were
combned for inves_tigation:.
Opinion leaders:;tendedslightly toward a low degree of
awareness and.non-leaders toward a high degree of awareness.






















Not significant at0.05 level
(Detailed calculation is listed in Appendix E.)
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Clothing Awareness of :Opinion Leaders
The T-test showed .no significant..dif.ference between... employees
in;.the Chinese University and' downtown. office in clothing awareness
(Appendix.. F). Therefore, the. two samples are. again- combined for
investigation.
It was.found.that the degrees of clothing awareness for opinion
leaders were much higher. than non-leaders, although the Chi-Square























Not significant: difference at 0,05 levelo
Detailed calculation is listed in Appendix F)
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Opinion= Leaders' Interest in Clothing
The T-test again showed no-significant difference between
the.-two.samples. The.data'were combined for investigation.
Opinion leaders were found to be significantly much more
interestedin:womeiL's clothing than non-leaders. Opinion leaders
clustered on' answers of "pay very much attention" and* "pay. attention."
to advertising, about clothing.for question 23 t and answers "dress
























Significant at 0 o 05 level.
Detailed. calculations are shown in Appendix G.)
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Information Seeking of Opinion Leaders
The T-test showed that there were significant differences
in the amount Hof. information seeking between employees in the
two offices. Employees in downtown of.fic.e tended to seek more
information on clothing than those in.the Chinese University.
(Appendix H). Therefore, the two, groups of people were considered
separately.
Although Chi-Square X2) showed no significant. difference
in both offices, it was found that in general, opinion leaders
sought more clothing information than non-leaders,.which showed
that opinion, leaders were not only transmitters,.but also recipients.
of clothing inf ormati on.
Table 11
Information. S.e eking




















Not significant at 0405 levels.
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Not significant. at 0.05 level.
(Detailed calculations are.shown in Appendix H.)
Opinion Leaders Attitudes Toward Fashion
There was no significant difference between. employees in
both offices in their attitudes towards fashion. (Appendix I)
Therefore, the data were cons of idated for analysis
Opinion leaders paid. much more attention to-fashion trends
and were much more interested.-in trends than non-leaders. Most
of the opinion leaders, gave- the answer of' "not true" or "sometimes
true" t.o questions 27" and 28, which stated that they don't payr
any. attention to fashion trends." But the results were not


























Not-sign 1 ant at 0.05 level.
(Detailed calculations are. shown in Appendix I.)
venturesomeness in Clothing
The two sets of data are ;.combined since the T-test showed
no;sig nificant differences between:. the two.. offices. (Appendix. J)
Venturesomeness in clothing. was not considered necessaryi
to. opinion:.leadership ;of the..14 opinion leaders, only one ,marked
that she always A tried new clothing fashion; four marked that
they sometimes try; and nine marked .they. seldom try (question. 31)
13 out of,14 opinion leaders marked ..the answers of fairl truor
clothes that are always in style and will be accepted"; only one
opinion. leader, marked "not true" for this question.
























Not significant at 0.05 level.
(Detailed calculation is shown in Appendix J.)
Mass Media Exposure of Opinion Leaders
Since the T-test showed no significant difference in this
variable (Appendix. K) the data are combined.
All the mass media exposure: radio listening,, television
rewing, book readership and magazine readership had no signif'icant_
effect in determining,opinion leadership in women's clothing.
However, comparatively, magazine readership was more related to
opinion leaders.than"the others. Opinion leaders tended to'read
magazines more ..frequently than non-leaders.
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Table .Mass Media Exposure











































































































Not significant at 0.05 level.
KDetailed calculation is.listed in Appendix:,)
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.The selected magazines for the test were classified into seven
categories which was the,classification used by John O. Summers:
General interest magazine, mass appeal; general interest magazine,
intellectual appeal; news magazine; home magazine; women's magazine;
women's. fashion magazine and romance magazine.
Among all the categories, women's fashion magazines were the
ones which both opinion leaders and non-leaders read most. Compared
with the non-leaders, opinion leaders tended.to more frequently read
women's fashion magazines than non-leaders, but this tendency was
not statistically significant.
The category in the second position was general interest (mass
appeal) magazine. This was frequently read by both leaders and non-
leaders, but slightly more by opinion leaders. This supports pre-
vious research in which opinion leaders tend to be more exposed to
mass media in general and. substantially more to media specializing
in their area of influence. In addition, women's magazines, news
magazines, home magazines, and romance magazines are quite often..







































(The. figures in Table 15 are s,, res per person per item. in different cate-
gories.. Detailed calculations are discussed.in Appendix L)
Summary
This.chapter has presented, some obvious results and a
briefU analysis of the characteristics of opinion leaders.
From these data, several conclusions have been made and
presented in the, next chapter. Because of the. previously
stated.limitations, the results may not precisely represent
the Hong Kong situation. A larger sample could be selected,





The. conclusions include two parts: conclusions related to the
measure of opinion leadership and conclusions about the characteris-
tics of opinion leaders.
Conclusions Related to the Measure of Opinion Leader
The measure of opinion leadership used in this study was by use
of eight self-designationg questions followed by one other-designating
question (#9) used for checking 'the answers of self-designating
questions o Afterwards, there was also one question (#10) which was
a check qu4stion for both. designating methods.
The results turned out to be very satisfactory. Opinion, leaders
determined by both methods were matched. The self-designating opinion
leaders were also those who got the most votes in the other-designating
question. Some opinion. leaders even voted for themselves as the most
admirable people to `follow in-clothing. This probably resulted from
the use of the identity number method which eliminated certain biases
and provided anonymity, The respondents welcomed this method; when
asked to give comments,' all of them said they would rather fill in
numbers than names.
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Therefore, by the application of check questions and identity
numbers, accurate. results.were obbtairied.
Conclusions.. about the Characteristics of Opinion Leaders
Demographic Characteristics. Opinion leaders may be identified
as follows
1. High income level-- Only the result of.' dawnt:own• of=f ice is
significant.., The income level of opinion leaders onc;en-
trates at the' upper 20% of that of the group of people.
According to the sample,. it is from$1,251 to over $1,75,0
per montho
2. High .occupational status --Only-the result of downtown
office is significant. The positions of opinion leaders
are concentrated at the upper 20% of that of the group
of people.
Therefore, the result of downtown office supports Hypothesis. 7.
Innovatiyeness. Opinion. leaders. were not significantly more
innovative than non-leaders in both offices. Therefore, opinion
leaders and innovators' do not overlap, and Hypothesis 10 is rejected.
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Sociability. Opinion -leaders have high physical mobility.
In the downtown office, sip out of the seven opinion leaders
said they had travelled outside of Hong Kong at least one since
January 1, 1971, .which ,'showed that they had greater opportunity
for exposures: to new.and different environments which may have
provided-different ideas and information. about clothing. As to
organization. participation, social communication, organization
membership, formal and informal social activities, and social
leadership,' their h.ehavior. wan not. significantly different from..:
non-leaders.
On the whole, opinion leaders are not more sociable than
non--leaders, which rejects Hypothesis-l..
General and clothing Awareness Although opinion: leaders
tend to have slightly greater clothing awareness than non-leaders,
the difference was not significant;-and Hypothesis 2 is rejected'.
The channels of.J.information- from which :the two groups of respondents
learned..are TV, radio, magazines, newspapers, window displays,
and friends` and relatives a
Interest in Clothing. Interest determines leadership, opinion
leaders `tend to b:e significantly more interested in clothing than
non-leaders which supports-Hypothesis 3.
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Venturesomeness in Clothing. Opinion leaders are those who
'always buy; clothes that are always in style-and are well accepted.'
Occasionally they 'try new ideas in. clothing, but they not often
try clothing fashions. that have just come out. Therefore, venture-
someness in clothing .is not necessary to opinion. leadership.
Hypothesis 4 is.rejected.
Attitudes Toward Fashion. The results showed that opinion-
leaders pay more attention to fashion than non-leaders. This may
be ,due to their high interest in clothing. But-the results are
not significant at .00.05 level, therefore, Hypothesis 8 is rejeated.a;
Information Seeking, Downtown people seek more clothing
information:than Chinese University people, and in the downtown:
office, although leaders-sought more clothing information than
non-leaders which proves'that opinion leaders not only are trans-
mitters.of clothing information, but also recipients, the results
are not significant at 0x05 level, therefore;.Hypothesis 9 is
rejected.
Mass Media xposure* opinion:leaders were expose& themselves
t-o mass media more than non--leaders, but the' difference was not
..,.,significant,' so Hypothesis 5 is rejected.
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Among.,the selected.media, magazines were most frequently
adopted, especially women's fashion,.,general interest,(mass
appeal), women's and home magazines which were more often read
by both leaders and non-leaders. Although opinion' leaders had
a higher readership than non-leaders, the difference was not
significant. Therefore, Hypothesis 6 must be rejected.
It can be concluded that no single media is effective to
reach all opinion leaders,
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
Hypothesis 1 Opinion leaders are significantly more
sociable than non-leaders--- REJECTED.
Hypothesis 2: Opinion leaders are significantly more
aware of general attributes and clothing
attributes than non-leaders.-- REJECTED.
Hypothesis 3: Opinion leaders are significantly more
interested in clothing than non-leaders
ACCEPTED.
Hypothesis 4: Opinion leaders are significantly more.
venturesome in clothing than non-leaders
REJECTED,
Hypothesis Opinion leaders are signifLicantly more 5.








Opinion leaders read fashions and women's
magazine s.griificantly more than non-leaders
REJECTED.
Opinion leaders have the same demographic::
char aateristic:s as non-leaders, except: for
their higher.. position. and economic. status
--- ACCEPTED.
Opinion leaders'pay signi ioantly more
attention to fashion than-non-)-leaders a--
REJECTED
Opinion leaders seek significantly more
clothing information than non-leaders---
REJECTED.
Opinion leaders are signific.antly.more inno-
ra.tivoe than non-leaders.--- REJECTED.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Women's., clothing,opinion leaders represent an important
market with high potential. Because they belong to-the high
income; high: occupational status group, their ability to. purchase
the,appropriate ;styles can be taken' for granted
Since they have great. influence on other people as a
transmitters of information, local manufacturers may want to open
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the. local market for their clothing..
The method used in the study to distinguish opinion leaders
is recommended for.use, with certain modif icat ions. in. sample
and size to meet a sponsor'srequirements.. The easeselection
and accuracy of the method will.not need to he changed.
Based on the .characteristics, characteristics found in the study, opinion
leaders are both transmitters and recipients of clothing inform-
ation Seleetion of media is, therefore, important. The study
reveals that no single medium is effective. enough to reach all
opinion leaders; the mediaretommended'are women's fashion,
general interest,and mass appeal magazines. The content of the
message need not be &esigned to arouse opinion leaders' interest
since they are already mor a interested in clothing.` Rather, the
content should have' connotations of higher'class, maturity, and
stability since opinion leaders' exhibit these key' characteristics
A WARNING NOTE
The hypotheses set in Chapter I are based on the literature
in the field,. which are, all U.S.literature. It is discovered,
that only two out of ten hypotheses are accepted, indicating that
U.S. literature are not applicable to.Hong Kong. Therefore, it
may be very dangerous to apply the findings in U.S.A. to Hong Kong,




Questions 71-10 : opinion Leadership Determination
Data Presentation
Question 1.8( Self-designating method)
Scores given for each question, are as following
1. In general do you like to talk about clothing with your
friends in. your office?
ona' t know 2Yes No 1 D
2 Would you say you give very. little information, an average
amount of information, or a great deal of inf ormation
about, clothing to your friends in your office
1You give very little information
You give an average-amount of information 2
You give a great deal of information
n 3. Would you say you receive very little information, an
average amount of information,or a great deal of information
about clothing from your friends in. your office
You receive very, little information
You receive an average amount of information
You receive a great deal of information
4 Can you think of at least two people in your office whom you
have about some clothing in the last sip months
Yes 3, No 1 Don't know 2
5 If you and your :friends. in your. of:five were to discuss
clothing what-part would you be most likely to play?
You mainly listen to your friends‘ ideas
You try to c nvina-e them of y,our ideas 2
Do you influence the types or clothes your friends in your
office buy
rarely 1 sometimes 2 always 3
office, you are ?Compared with your friends in your,
less likely to be asked for. advice about clothing, 3
about as likely to be asked f'or advice about clothing as
others 2
more likelyto:.be asked for advice' about clothing I
Do you feel you are generally .*regarded by your friends in
your. office as a good source of: advice about clothing?
Yes3 No 1 Don't know 2
3
2
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Questions 1 -8:





















































The upper 30% of the respondents are classified as opinion leaders.
Therefore ,people with identity no. s of 4, 1,9,23,3,16 and 17
are opinion leaders.
Quwstion 9(other-desighating method):

















*represents person who votes for herself.
15













3,12, 18 19, 22
1, 23
29 5, 6, 79 99 149 159 17.
s, 13, 16, 24
,':OFFICE IN. DOWN TOWN
Questions 1-8 :













































































2, 5, 8, 19, 20
1o, 16, 24
1, 6, 7 11, 15, 17, 21, 22, 23
Data Analysis
OFFICE IN CU
Identity' No's of Opinion Leaders







Identity No. s of. Opinion leaders






Therefore the results..are very. matched ..with each other.
:For Question 10











Therefore, no opinion leaders the interval of .Strongly
disagree, Disagree,orSlightly disagreed, So the.results








Iddentity No. s of Opinion Leaders
Determined by Questions 1-8
(se1f-desinating method)
Identity. No. s of Opinion Leaders












Therefore the results are quite matched with each other.
For question 10











Since the answers opinion leaders gave concentrated slightly om
"Agree" side, the results are considered to be quite agree with










Identity No. of the Person::
(17)
15
No of Votes Got (Scores Given)
1 5 (including she votes for. herself
4 (including she votes for herself)
represents.. the person is,an opinion leader..
Question,, 2,9
Identity No.s of the people who
rarely
(1), 2, .(3), 5, 6, 7, 9),
10, 12,, 1 3, 1.4(16). 18,
19, 20, 21, 22, 24
sometimes







Identity No.s of people who
Not at a11
2, 5, 6, 7, 10, (16)
Occasiorrally
(3), 8, (9) 9 129
139-149: 15 (17), 18,




Identity No.s of people who/
Not true
(1), 2, (3),5, 6, 7,
(9), 13, 14, 15, (16),




















entity No. of the person
2)
24)




Identity Nob.s of people who
rarly
91 5, 6, 7 8
1o, 11, ,(12), 13,
15, 16, (19), 20,
21, (22), 23
sometimes
(2) 3, 4, (17)
89 (24), (25)
always
Grades gven: 1 2. 3
Question 30





(2) 9 ,3, 4, 5, 9,
,10, (12), 13, 16




Grades given 1 2 3
s:Question 31
Identity No.s of people who
truelNot
5 ,8 9 1,0, 11,
(12), 13, 16, (17),
(19), 20, 21, (22),
23
fairly. true
1,(2), 3, 4, 6,
7, 15, 18, (24),
2 5
very true




A Special Note for X2-test Used in the Thesis:
All the X2 figures in the thesus are Corredted X2; that






The total scores each respondent got are the sum•'of scores she
got in all the.questionso
Respondents with scores in the upper 30% of all the: scores are
considered to-belong to "always be innovators", and the rest are
considered to belong to "seldom be innovators",,




n= degrees of freedom.= 1
At 005 level of significance,
n=1 x2=3.84
Not x2=0.2051<3.84





At0.05 level of significance,
n=1 x2=3.84
Now, x2=2.760<3.84
Not significant at 0.05 level.
84Appendix C:.





































































































Identity No. s of people who,










41-50 yrs. over 50
Education s
























































































o child 1 child
Married with
2 children 3 children 4 children










n=degrees of freedom =1
At0.05 level of significance,
n=1 x2=3.84
Now, x2= 0.3675 <3.84
Not significant at 0.05 level.
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Education..
Respondents are classified into two categories a respondents
with high level education, and respondents with ordinary
level education.





At 0.05 level of significance,
2
n= 1 x2=3.84
Now, X2= 0,0727< 3.84
Not significant at 0.05 level
Income
The income level'`of respondents are classified into two
categories: High and Ordinary
High.-- $1251-$1500, $1501-81750, over$1750




At 0,05 level of significance,
n= 1. X2= 3.84
2
Now X 1x4334 <:3.84
Not significant at 0,05 levelo
Occupational Status
The positions are classified.into two categories s High,
and how.
88
High : Senior Personal Secretary, Personal Secretary
Low: Others
X2=36252
At 0.05 level of. significance,
n X 3.84.
Now X.= 2..3625.< 3.84
Not significant at 0.05. level.
Marital Status
x2= O .13242
At 0.05 level of significance,
2
n.= I X. 3.84
Now, X-2 0.1324 3.84





At 0.05 level of significance,
X= 3.84
2
Now, XI=0. 06839< 3.84
















At 0.05 level of significance,
n=1 x2=3.84
Now, x2=7.9055>3.84
Signficant at 0.05 level.
Occupational Status:




At 0.05 level of significance,
n=1 x2=3.84
Now, x2=9.4711>3.84








Not significant at 0.05 level.
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Identity No. s of people who fill in
0 time
(1), 2,(3), (4), 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13,
14, 1.5, (1) C (.17)q 18, 19, 20, 21,




















3 times. 4 times 5 times
(4)
Question 1.4:


















Identity No,:s of people who
0 org.
5,7,(9),13,(16) 20,21 ,22,25;
less than 2 org.






more than 2 org.
Grades
given

























1 2 3. .4
Question 17
Identity No. s of people who
Less than 3 groups



























I 2 3 4
Question 19


















Identity Noes of people who
Not a leader









2 to 3 groups
8







Identity No. s of people who fill in
0 time
1,4,6.,79 10 11,













9, 10, 11 ,(17),






4 times over. 5 times
(22
Question 14



















Identity No.s of people who,
0 org
1,6,7,9, 11
1 5, (17), 18,












.1 2 3 4
1 group
2 4
(2), 4, 5, 10,
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Question 16





less than 8 hrs.
(2 9495P (12 ),
21,(22),(24
8 hrs. more than 8 hrs.
l0,16
Grades givenm. 1 2 3 4
Questions 17
Identity No.s of people who






more than 3 groups
2,10,(12), 16, (17),
(22)., (24
Grades given: .1 2.
3
Question 18















Grades given: 1 2 3 4
Questions 19:












Grades given: 1 2 3
4
Question-,20.





















T- TEST ( for all sociological variables)
Null Hypothesis, H1:
Alternative Hypothesis, H2
where, stands for population mean.
1 stands for CU Office
2 stands for DT Office
t= 0.488
46 ,degrees of f±eedom.
The.. probability of such a t- occurring is less than 35%,
but larger than 30%.
Thus, at 0.05, the difference between 1 and x2 is
not significant (where R: stands for sample mean),
The null hypothesis is accepted.




All the `tables required for the calculations have already
been ..listed in Chapter IV.
On the whole (questions 12-20)
The total scores each respondent got are the sum3df
scores she got in the questions.
Respondents with scores at the upper 40% of all the
scores are people. with high sociability, and. the rest




At 0.05.leveI of significance,
n=1 x2=3.84
Now, X2 1.6170< 3.84
Not significant at 0.05 level.
Physical mobility (question 12.and 13)
Respondents are distributed to two categories; High,
and Low.
The total grades. each respondent.got are the sum of





At 0.05 level of significance,
n =1 X2= 3.84
Nowt.x2 9.3594 3.8 4
Significant, at 0.05 level.
Social communication: (question 14):






At 0.05 level of significance,
n=1 X2= .3.84
Now X2=0.0433<3.84
Not significant at 0.05 level.
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Organization membership (question 15):
Respondents are distributed to two categories: High
and Low.




At 0.05 level of significance,
=1 X2=3.84
Now X2= 0.6415 <3.84
Not significant at 0005 level.
Organization participation(. question 16)
Respondents are distributed to two categories -High,
and Low.




At 0.05 level of significance,
n=1 x2=3.84
Now, X2= 1,2117< 3.84
Not significant at O05. level.
social Activity (question: 17)







At" 0.05 level of .significance g
x2=3.84
Now, x2 008844< .3.84
Not significant at 0.05 level.
n=1
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Participation in-formal social activities (question 18)
RLnppondents are distributed to two.categories z High,
and Low.




At 0.05 level of significance,
2
X. 3.84
Now, X2= 1.2456< 3.84
Not significant at 0.-05 level,
:Participation in informal social activities: (question 19)






At 0.05 level of significance,
n.. X2= J o84
Now, x2 0.0820< 3.84
Not significant at 0..05 level.
Social Leadership (question 20)






At 0.05 level of significance,
X2 =3084
Now,. V.=0.0164< 3.84





Question. 21 General Awareness of Opinion Leaders
Data Presentation
OFFICE IN CU




































Null Hypothesis, H 1
Alternative Hypothesis, H2:u2>u12
where stands for population mean
1 stands for CU Office
2 stands for DT Office
t= 106.53
46 degrees of freedom
The probability of such a t occurring is less than 10%, but
larger. than 5%.
Thus, at= 0.05, the difference between x and x2 is not.
significant (where x stands for sample mean.
1 event
(23), 24
99The null hypothesis is accepted,
i.e.




The table required for, the calculation has already been listed
in Chapter IV.
Respondents are distributed to two categories High., and
Low.
No. of correct answers 4 3-- High
2 1, 0----- Low
x2= 0.0847
n
At 0.05 level of significanae
n=1 X2=3084
Now, X2= 0.-0847.< 3.84
Not significant at 0.05 -level.
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Question 22: Clothing Awareness of Opinion Leaders
Data Presentation
OFFICE IN CU
Identity No.s of people who get correct answers in










Referring to question.22(d), there are 5 people who "Different"


















Identity No.s of people who get correct answers in



















Referring to question 22(d), there are 10 people whol



















1, 6, 7, 15, 18, 21, (24)
1, 6, 7, 15, 19, (22)
Data Analysis
T- TEST
Null Hypothesis, H1: u1=u2
Alternative Hypothesis, H2
where It stands for population mean
I stands for CU Office
2 stands for DT Office
O383.
=46 degrees of freedom
-The probability of such a t occurring is about 35%. Thus, at
= 0, 05, the difference between x and is not significant
(where m stands for sample mean).
The null hypothesis is acceptedo
i.e.






The table required for the calculation has already been listed
in Chapter IV.
Respondents are distributed to two categories High, and Low.
No. of correct answers 4 High
3 2 1 0 Low
x2= l.4902
n = 1
At 0.05 level of significance,
n = 1 X2 .3984
Now x2 = 1.4902<3.84
Not significant at 0.05 level,
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Questions 23 and 24: Opinion Leaders' Interest in Clothing
Data Presentation
OFFICE IN CU





















Grades given: I 2 3 4
# 24

















Grades given. 1 2 3 4.
OFFICE IN DT
# 23
















Grades given: 1 .2 3 L
24
























where, stands for population mean
1 stands .for.. CU Office
2 stands for DT Of:fic.
t =0.124
46 degrees of freedom
The probability of such. a. toccurring is. about 45%. Thus;,
at. = 0.05, the difference between x and x is lot
2
significant- (where x. stands for sample mean),
The null hypothesis im accepted.
i.e.





The table require. for the calculation: has already been listedl.
in Chapter IV.
The total: grades. each respondent got are the sump of grades
she .got in.the two, questions.
Respondents are distributed to two categories High, and.
Low.
Grade 8, High
9 59 4 9 3.9 2------ Low
X2= 3171
n=1
At 0.05. level of, significsnce,
1 X2n=1 x2= 3.84
Now,, X2= 6.3171>3.841
Significant at, 0005 level
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1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,8,10,11





Identity No s of people who
Reading clothing
magazines






















Null Hypothesis, H1: u1==u2
Alternative Hypothesis, H2: u2>u1
where ustands for population mean
1 stands-for CU Office
2 stands for DT Office
t =2. 350
= 46 degrees of freedom.
The probability of such a t occurring is less than 2.5%. Thus,.
at= 0.05, the diff:erenc,e between x1 and x2 is significant,
where x stands.. for .aample mean.
The null,.hypo.thesis is. rejected; and the alternative hypothesis
is accpted.
i. e. u2>u1




All the tables required. for the calculations have already.been
listed in Chapter IV
Respondents are distributed to two categories: High, and Low.
(According to their answers to question. 25)
Often----- Higbi













At 0.05 level of significance
n = 1 X2 = 3.84
Now, x= 0 2594 < 3.84
Not significant at 0x05 level.
The answers given by the opinion leaders in both offices to question.
26 show that the information sources from which they seek information.
about clothing spread widely, including reading clothing magazines,
asking, friends watching window displays, following one s own
opinion, and following tailors' opinion.
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Grades. given; 3 2 1
question 28











Grades given: 3 2 1
OFFICE IN DT
Question 27










Grades given: 3 2 I
Question 28



















where u stands for population mean.
1 stands for CU Office
2 stands for-DT Office
t= 1.332
= 46 degrees: of: freedom
The probability of such at occurring is less than 10%, but
larger than 5%.
Thus, at 0.05, the difference between x1 and x2, is not.
significant, where x stands for sample mean.
The null hypothesis is accepte ed.
Therefore, the data of the two offices are combined: for the
X2-test.
X2- TEST
The table required for the calculation: has already been list
in Chapter IV.
The total grades .each respondent got: are the sum of. grades:
she got in the two questions.
Respondents are distributed to two categories Pay much
attention, and Not pay. much attention,
Grade 695---- Pay much attention:
4,3,2----- Not pay much attention
x2 2,7347
n=1
At 0.05 level of significance
n= 1 x2=3.84
Now, x2= 2.7347< 3.84




















Grades given; 1 2 3
Question 30























Grades given: 1 2 3.
question 32





(3), 10, 13, 14





















Grades given: 3 2
OFFICE IN DT
question 29











Grades given: 2 3
question 30
Identity No.s of people who
Not at all








Grades given: 1 2 3
question 31







1, (2), 3, 4, 6 , 7,15,
18,(24),(25)
Very true
Grades given: 2 3
question 32




















1 9 (2), 3, 6, 7, (12) 15,
16,(17);,18,(19),20,
22.
4, 5, 9, 13,21
(24), (25)




Alternative Hypothesis, H2 :
where u Lands for population mean
1 stands for CU Office
2 stands for DT Office
t=0.095
46: degrees of freedom
The probability of such a occurring is larger than 90%. Thus,
at 0405, the difference between x1 and 12 is not significant,
where x stands for sample mean0
The null hypothesis is accepted0
i.e.
Therefore, the data of the two offices are combined for the
X.2-test
x2- TEST
The table required for., the calculation has already been listed
in Chapter IV.
The total grades each respondent got are the sum of grades
she got in all the questions.
Respondents are distributed to two, categories o High,
and Low.
Grade 13, 12, 11, 10,9 High







At 0.05 level of significance,
n = 1 X2 = 3.84
Now. X2 = 0.0578<3.84
Not significant at 0.05 level.
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Grades given 0 2 3
question 35












Grades given: 0 1 2 3
question 36





































18, 19, 20, 21
(1), 5, (17),
19, 20, 21
5, 7, (17), 19,










2 ,(3), 5,7, (9)
10, 15, (16)












(1), 2, (3), 5,
7,8,(9),10,
15,(16),(17)



















































四 海 周 报
电 视 周 刊
香 港 电 视




























































































明 报 月 刊
完 人 杂 志
七 十 年 代
盘 古














































(16) ， 19 20 21

























































經 濟 時 報
亞 洲 新 聞 週 刊
星 島 週 報
今 日 世 界
幸 福 家 庭
家 庭 生 活
新 家 庭


















(1), 2, 5, 7, (9)





(7),18 , 19, 20,
21,22,(23),24
















































































婦 女 生 活
新 女 性
小 姐 興 太 太
香 港 時 裝
裝 菀
国 际 电 影




























(1), 5, 7, (9),10,
15, (16), (17), 18,
19,20,22,(23),24
(3), 5, 7, (9), 15,
(16),(17),18,19,
20, 21, 22, ( 23), 24
(1)9(3)95,7,(9)9




































亞 洲 娛 樂
當 代 文 藝
香 港 影 畫






妹 妹 畫 報
汽 車 雜 誌























Grades given.: 0 1 2 3
Question 35






































































































































四 海 週 報
電 視 週 刊
香 港 電 視
























































8 9 10 11(12)
13,15,18,(19),
































明 報 月 刊
萬 人 雜 誌
七 十 年 代
盤 古


































































1 6 7 10 15
(19),(22),
23,(24)

















(2) 5 8 9
11 1213
81118















經 濟 時 報
Readershup
亞 洲 新 聞 週 刊
行 到 週 報
今 日 世 界
幸 福 家 庭
家 庭 生 活
新 家 庭








































1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 13,






5, 7, 10, (19), (24)
5,(19),21
5,(19),(22)








6, 7, 9, (12),
13, 15, 20, (22)
(24),(25)

































































婦 女 生 活
新 女 性
小 姐 與 太 太
香 港 時 裝
裝 菀
國 際 電 影




































































亞 洲 娛 樂
當 代 文 藝
香 港 影 畫










stands for CU Office
stands for DT: ©ffic:e
0,773:
46 degrees of freedom
The probability-of such a t occurringI s less than 25%, but,
larger.:than 2.0%.
Thus, at= 0x:0:5,- the difference between x1 and x2 is not.
signif'icant`. (where x stands for sample mean.
The mill hypothesis is.accepted o
i.e. u1=u




All the table's required for the calculations have already bee
listed in Chapter IV.
The total grades each. respondent got are the sum of grades.
she got in all the related questions..
On the whole
Respondents with grades at the upper. 30 fare considered to
have high mas s media exposure; the rest are considered to
have low mass media exposure o
2
x= 0979
At 0.005 .level of significance,
x=3.842
Now)X2 0.9796< 30,8 4
Not significant at 0.05 level.





Respondents are_ di stributed to two categories.._: High, and..
Low.
Grade 3----- High
2, 1 0---- Low
X2 0.2145.
At 0.05 level of significance,
n= 1 X 3.84
Now X2= 02145< 3..84
Not- significant: at. 01605-level.
TV (question 35)







,At 0.05 level of significance,
2
n= 1 X2= 3.8 4
Now X2= 000838< 3.84
Not significant at-0-05 level
Books (question 36)
Respondents are distributed to .two categories High, and
Low.
Grade. 3---- High
2, 1, 0------ Low
2 =0.0847
n= 1
At Oo05 level.. of sig .ificance,
n=1 123.84.
Now, x= 0.0847< 3.84
Not significant: at 0.05 level.
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.Magazines (questiom 37
Respondents .with..grad;es at the upper 40% are considered




At O.O5 level of significance,
n = 1 X2= 3.84
Now. x2 = 0.1844 < 3.84
Not significant at 0.05 level.
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Question 37.: Frequency of Magazine Readership
Data Presentation
The data which-is the answer to question 37, has already been;.
listed in Appendix. K..
Data Analysis
The magazines are classified into seven categories
General interest,. mass. appeal






The total ::scores., which all opinion leaders and non-leaders
got in each category are divided,-re'sprotively, by the no.
of opinion leaders and non-leaders'; the results are,. then
divided separately by the number of magazines in the date-
gory
Thus, the scores per person per item in.each category are
found-out and listed in. Table ,15 (Chapter IV)*
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A Study of Women's Clothing Opinion Leaders in Hong Kong.
Summary
Ch:eung Choong, Ying..
Women's clothing opinionrn leaders are those group members whose
opinions .,and actions in, clothing have a strong in:fluenc:e on other
members of the group.
The purpose of the present study is to show a methodology of
finding out the charact.eristic..s of women's clothing opinion leaders
in Hong Kong. so as to help decide what sort of communications should
be directed to them. These opinion leaders not only represent:
important change agents in spreading fashion information,,. but, also
represent 'a significant target market with high'sales potential for
the marketers,
The research instrument which proves to be suitable for this
purpose is questionnaires with specially arranged identity numbers
instead of the respondents' names. Two large offices, one represent-
ing-the casual group and the other representing the formal group,
are chosen.by.random. The female employees who work in these offices
are sampleda Opinion leaders and their characteristics are..disc,overed.
Opinion leaders may be identified' as people. with high income.
....and high occupational status.- They. are significantly more interested
in; clothing than non-leaders. Their age generally falls in the 31-40
interval
The media recommended for use in direc=ting clothing messages
to opinion .,leaders are women.'s fashion magazines and magazines of
general interest and mass appeal. The content of the messages should
have. connotations ofhigher class, maturity and stability, since
opinion leaders exhibit these,.k,ey c:harac:teristicso
1香 港 婦 女 服 裝 的 意 見 領 導 者 之 研 究
張 仲 英
定 義
歷 來 吾 人 對 任 何 消 息 傳 播 的 方 式 ， 均 以 為 是 直 接 的 單 程
式 one-step flow form 即 消 息 經 傳 播 媒 介 傳 至 各 目 的 個 體 。
例 如 ： 製 造 商 利 用 報 章 、 電 視 、 電 台 等 作 為 傳 播 媒 介 ， 將
消 息 直 接 傳 給 潛 在 的 顧 客 potential customer
一 九 四 零 年 ， 美 國 總 統 競 選 運 動 之 結 果 ， 顯 示 出 人 的 影
響 力 ， 對 於 消 息 傳 播 起 了 重 大 的 作 用 ， 而 消 息 的 傳 播 ， 往
往 是 雙 程 式 的 ， 即 消 息 由 製 造 商 先 傳 至 一 部 份 人 ， 再 從 這
2些 人 輾 轉 傳 給 廣 大 群 衆 ； 此 等 將 消 息 傳 遞 至 廣 大 群 衆 的 人
士 ， 就 稱 為 意 見 領 導 者 。 所 以 ， 所 謂 意 見 領 導 者 、 其 實 亦
是 群 衆 中 的 一 員 ， 不 過 他 們 在 某 一 個 課 題 之 下 ， 其 意 見 所
具 之 影 響 力 甚 大 ， 且 常 為 他 人 樂 於 跟 隨 ； 例 如 ： 婦 女 服 裝
意 見 領 導 者 ， 就 是 在 婦 女 服 裝 這 個 課 題 下 ， 其 意 見 對 同 伴
具 有 重 大 影 響 力 及 領 導 作 用 的 女 士 。
　 　 已 有 的 研 究 所 得
　 意 見 領 導 者 這 一 名 詞 ， 雖 屬 嶄 新 ， 但 近 年 來 經 學 者 們 不
斷 研 究 與 分 析 ， 已 有 不 小 的 定 論 。 關 於 意 見 領 導 者 所 具 之
3特 性 ， 討 論 頗 為 週 詳 ， 不 過 各 人 的 觀 點 ， 似 未 能 一 致 。 （ 筆
者 亦 曾 就 這 方 面 的 意 見 ， 畧 事 探 討 ， 并 發 現 因 環 境 不 同 ，
而 有 所 分 歧 ； ） 就 婦 女 服 裝 意 見 領 導 者 而 論 ， 有 認 為 成 熟 婦
人 佔 大 多 数 ； 有 認 為 此 等 人 士 屬 於 有 較 高 職 位 的 女 士 們 ，
亦 有 人 認 為 職 業 與 地 位 之 高 低 ， 與 婦 女 服 裝 意 見 領 導 者 並
沒 有 什 麼 關 連 。
　 由 此 可 見 ， 要 尋 求 出 一 致 的 結 論 ， 實 非 易 事 。 由 於 地 方
環 境 之 不 同 ， 所 獲 之 結 果 亦 各 有 異 ； 即 使 我 們 能 在 全 美 國
找 出 婦 女 服 裝 意 見 領 導 者 一 致 之 特 性 ， 但 用 於 香 港 是 否 適
合 ， 大 有 問 題 ； 蓋 因 文 化 不 同 ， 習 慣 迥 異 ， 因 而 特 性 亦 必
4各 異 其 趨 。 故 欲 了 解 香 港 婦 女 服 裝 意 見 領 導 者 之 特 性 ， 筆
者 認 為 除 實 地 展 開 調 查 研 究 外 ， 再 無 其 他 更 為 妥 善 的 方 法
。
研 究 目 的
本 文 研 究 目 的 ， 主 要 為 顯 示 一 次 簡 單 而 有 效 方 法 ， 用 以
：
一 、 辨 別 出 香 港 婦 女 服 裝 的 意 見 領 導 者 ； □ 此 同 時 ， 亦 辨 別
出 婦 女 服 裝 的 創 始 者 ennovstors 亦 即 在 一 群 人 當 中 ， 第
一 個 穿 着 某 種 新 時 裝 款 式 的 人 ， 從 而 探 討 服 裝 意 見 領 導
5者 是 否 亦 為 服 裝 創 始 者 。
二 、 找 出 婦 女 服 裝 意 見 領 導 者 的 特 性 ， 特 別 是 她 們 獲 取 服 裝
消 息 的 媒 介 。
作 者 的 研 究 ， 在 測 驗 下 列 各 項 假 設 的 正 確 性 ， 此 等 假 設 是
根 據 以 往 人 士 的 研 究 結 果 而 提 出 ：
假 設 一 ： 香 港 婦 女 服 裝 的 意 見 領 導 者 顯 然 較 非 領 導 者 為 活
躍 ， 喜 愛 群 體 生 活 ， 愛 好 交 際 。
假 設 二 ： 香 港 婦 女 服 裝 的 意 見 領 導 者 顯 然 較 非 領 導 者 更 為
注 意 一 般 社 會 動 態 及 服 裝 動 態 。
假 設 三 ： 香 港 婦 女 服 裝 的 意 見 領 導 者 顯 然 較 非 領 導 者 更 有
6興 趣 於 服 裝 方 面 。
假 設 四 ： 香 港 婦 女 服 裝 的 意 見 領 導 者 在 衣 着 方 面 顯 然 較 非
領 導 者 更 願 意 冒 險 嘗 試 。
假 設 五 ： 香 港 婦 女 服 裝 的 意 見 領 導 者 較 非 領 導 者 顯 然 更 多
接 觸 大 衆 傳 播 媒 介 。
假 設 六 ： 香 港 婦 女 服 裝 的 意 見 領 導 者 較 非 領 導 者 顯 然 更 多
閱 讀 有 關 時 裝 及 婦 女 的 雜 誌 。
假 設 七 ： 香 港 婦 女 服 裝 的 意 見 領 導 者 除 了 在 地 位 及 經 濟 上
較 非 領 導 者 為 高 外 ， 在 個 人 方 面 的 特 性 如 年 齡 、 教
育 、 婚 姻 狀 況 等 ， 均 與 非 領 導 者 無 異 。
7假 設 八 ： 香 港 婦 女 服 裝 的 意 見 領 導 者 顯 然 較 非 領 導 者 更 為
注 意 時 裝 趨 勢 。
假 設 九 ： 香 港 婦 女 服 裝 的 意 見 領 導 者 顯 然 較 非 領 導 者 搜 集
更 多 有 關 衣 着 方 面 的 資 料 或 消 息 。
假 設 十 ： 香 港 婦 女 服 裝 的 意 見 領 導 者 在 衣 着 方 面 顯 然 較 非
領 導 者 更 具 創 始 性 ， 即 意 見 領 導 者 與 創 始 者 常 為 同
一 個 人 。
研 究 的 重 要 性
作 者 的 探 討 ， 是 以 香 港 婦 女 服 裝 意 見 領 導 者 在 戶 籍 、 社
8交 、 常 識 、 服 裝 興 趣 、 衣 着 冒 險 及 傳 播 媒 介 接 觸 等 方 面 的
特 性 為 指 標 。 此 等 資 料 不 論 對 製 造 商 、 零 售 商 、 廣 告 代 理
行 及 公 共 關 係 代 理 行 ， 都 非 常 重 要 。 筆 者 所 用 之 方 法 ， 簡
單 有 效 ， 各 業 商 人 可 就 其 不 同 需 要 ， 採 用 同 樣 研 究 方 法 ，
探 討 所 需 的 資 料 ， 從 而 改 善 宣 傳 及 廣 告 方 面 的 策 畧 ， 俾 更
臻 完 善 。
近 年 來 不 少 國 家 對 香 港 成 衣 輸 出 加 以 各 種 入 口 限 制 ， 使
香 港 成 衣 製 造 商 喪 失 不 少 海 外 市 場 ； 不 少 人 士 對 於 發 展 本
港 市 場 ， 甚 感 興 趣 。 婦 女 服 裝 意 見 領 導 者 代 表 一 個 具 有 高
度 購 買 力 的 服 裝 市 場 ， 同 時 亦 是 傳 播 時 裝 消 息 的 媒 介 ， 其
9重 要 性 不 言 而 喻 。 從 事 這 方 面 的 研 究 ， 實 在 非 常 值 得 。
研 究 方 法
資 料 收 集 ：
作 者 任 意 抽 選 二 個 辦 公 室 單 位 作 為 調 查 的 對 象 ： 一 個 是
新 界 沙 田 中 文 大 學 行 政 樓 辦 公 室 ， 另 一 個 則 是 香 港 中 環 捷
成 洋 行 電 腦 部 門 辦 公 室 。 由 於 環 境 不 同 ， 前 者 代 表 衣 着 款
式 較 為 隨 便 的 普 通 人 士 ， 後 者 則 代 表 服 裝 款 式 非 常 講 究 的
時 髦 人 士 。
作 者 從 每 一 辦 公 室 中 任 意 抽 取 二 十 四 名 女 性 職 員 （ 她 們 必
10
須 彼 此 認 識 ） ， 請 每 人 填 答 一 份 問 卷 。 由 於 問 卷 中 有 一 部 份
問 題 牽 涉 到 他 人 或 自 己 ， 因 此 ， 作 者 特 為 每 人 編 定 一 個 編
碼 ， 並 印 列 全 部 二 十 四 人 的 姓 名 與 編 號 相 對 表 ， 發 給 每 人
一 張 ， 使 各 人 在 填 答 問 卷 時 ， 可 填 上 有 關 的 編 號 ， 以 避 免
填 寫 姓 名 及 由 此 引 起 的 尷 尬 。
資 料 分 析 ：
問 卷 中 的 問 題 ， 主 要 可 分 為 二 大 部 份 ： 第 一 部 份 用 以 辨
別 意 見 領 導 者 與 非 領 導 者 ， 第 二 部 分 用 以 測 出 意 見 領 導 者
的 特 性 。
11
所 有 問 題 均 根 據 不 同 的 答 案 而 給 予 不 同 的 分 數 。 在 第 一
部 份 的 問 題 中 ， 凡 總 分 在 首 百 分 之 三 十 的 人 ， 均 列 為 意 見
領 導 者 ， 餘 下 者 為 非 領 導 者 ， 第 二 部 份 的 問 題 ， 則 全 用 X2
測 驗 法 ( X2-tes) 來 測 驗 意 見 領 導 者 在 各 項 特 性 上 表 現 之 強 弱
程 度 。 筆 者 先 用 Ｔ 測 驗 T-test
來 測 驗 二 個 樣 本 是 否 出 自
同 一 母 體 ， 以 決 定 在 進 行 X2 測 驗 時 ， 是 否 將 二 個 樣 本 合 併
。
研 究 結 果
意 見 領 導 者 的 辨 別 ： 每 個 樣 本 內 ， 分 別 找 出 七 個 意 見 領 導
12
者 。
意 見 領 導 者 的 特 性 ：
創 始 的 特 性 ： 意 見 領 導 者 雖 然 在 衣 着 上 比 非 領 導 者 較 有
創 始 性 ， 但 他 們 不 一 定 是 創 始 者 （ 即 第 一 個 穿 着 某 款 新
裝 的 人 ） 。
戶 籍 上 的 特 性 ： 意 見 領 導 者 的 年 齡 多 屬 三 十 多 歲 ， 學 歷
中 等 ， 收 入 及 職 位 顯 然 較 非 領 導 者 為 優 越 。 她 們 多 為
已 婚 婦 女 ， 或 許 由 於 已 婚 婦 女 較 年 輕 少 女 成 熟 及 穩 定
， 故 較 易 為 人 所 追 隨 與 仿 效 。
社 交 上 的 特 性 ： 在 這 方 面 領 導 者 與 非 領 導 者 沒 有 顯 著 的
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差 別 ， 不 過 意 見 領 導 者 卻 顯 較 非 領 導 者 喜 愛 遠 足 、 旅
遊 等 活 動 。
新 聞 與 衣 着 常 識 ： 意 見 領 導 者 較 非 領 導 者 畧 為 忽 畧 社 會
新 聞 ， 但 衣 着 常 識 則 較 非 領 導 者 為 多 。
對 服 裝 的 興 趣 ： 意 見 領 導 者 顯 較 非 領 導 者 具 有 更 濃 厚 的
興 趣 。
服 裝 資 料 的 搜 集 ： 意 見 領 導 者 較 非 領 導 者 更 為 趨 向 搜 集
服 裝 資 料 ， 由 此 證 明 意 見 領 導 者 不 但 是 消 息 的 傳 播 者
， 且 是 消 息 的 搜 集 者 。
對 時 裝 的 態 度 ： 意 見 領 導 者 較 非 領 導 者 更 注 意 時 裝 的 趨
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勢 ， 且 表 示 出 更 大 的 興 趣 ， 但 差 別 不 具 顯 著 性 。
衣 着 上 的 冒 險 性 ： 冒 險 嘗 試 新 衣 着 並 不 是 作 為 一 個 意 見
領 導 者 的 必 須 條 件 。 事 實 上 ， 測 驗 結 果 證 明 ， 有 許 多
意 見 領 導 者 都 不 是 經 常 穿 着 新 款 時 裝 的 人 。
傳 播 媒 介 的 接 觸 ： 在 與 大 衆 傳 播 媒 介 的 接 觸 上 ， 意 見 領
導 者 與 非 領 導 者 並 無 顯 著 的 差 異 ， 前 者 僅 稍 多 閱 讀 雜
誌 ， 尤 以 婦 女 時 裝 雜 誌 及 普 及 興 趣 的 雜 誌 為 然 。
結 論 與 薦 言
辨 別 法 ：
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筆 者 所 用 的 辨 別 意 見 領 導 者 的 方 法 ， 其 實 是 一 種 雙 重 推
舉 法 。 先 是 由 填 問 卷 者 在 不 知 情 的 情 況 下 ， 來 一 個 自 我 評
價 ， 以 決 定 其 是 否 意 見 領 導 者 ； 其 後 要 求 她 在 同 辦 公 室 的
二 十 四 個 參 加 測 驗 的 人 當 中 ， 推 薦 一 個 她 在 服 裝 方 面 最 為
敬 佩 及 願 意 跟 隨 的 人 。 前 者 為 自 我 推 薦 法 ， 後 者 則 為 他 人
推 薦 法 。 將 全 部 問 卷 合 起 來 ， 便 可 收 到 互 相 測 驗 的 效 果 。
採 用 這 方 法 的 結 果 十 分 良 好 ， 筆 者 輕 易 找 出 意 見 領 導 者
， 而 且 十 分 準 確 ， 蓋 因 自 我 推 薦 法 下 產 生 的 意 見 領 導 者 與
他 人 推 薦 法 下 產 生 的 不 謀 而 合 ， 故 準 確 性 甚 為 理 想 ， 誠 為
一 簡 單 而 有 效 的 方 法 。 不 過 此 法 必 須 獲 得 問 卷 填 答 者 的 衷
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誠 合 作 ， 說 出 真 話 ， 方 能 成 事 。 若 採 用 編 號 法 ， 則 可 減 少
填 表 者 不 必 要 的 尷 尬 與 疑 惑 ， 可 以 導 引 說 出 真 話 。
假 設 ：
　 有 關 調 查 研 究 指 標 的 十 項 假 設 ， 根 據 調 查 結 果 所 顯 示 ，
除 假 設 三 及 假 設 七 能 成 立 外 ， 其 餘 均 被 推 翻 。
　 此 等 假 設 全 係 根 據 美 國 方 面 有 關 書 籍 或 刊 物 列 出 ； 換 言
之 ， 此 等 假 設 在 美 國 大 多 成 立 ， 但 在 香 港 則 幾 全 被 推 翻 ，
足 以 證 明 美 國 的 研 究 結 果 未 必 適 用 於 香 港 。
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策 畧 ：
　 香 港 婦 女 服 裝 意 見 領 導 者 ， 代 表 一 群 具 有 高 度 購 買 力 的
服 裝 消 費 者 ， 由 於 她 們 有 豐 厚 之 入 息 及 優 越 之 地 位 ， 因 此
她 們 對 於 所 喜 愛 之 服 裝 ， 縱 然 價 錢 昂 貴 ， 亦 能 應 付 裕 如 ，
毫 無 猶 豫 。
　 調 查 研 究 結 果 顯 示 ， 服 裝 意 見 領 導 者 一 方 面 是 服 裝 消 息
的 傳 播 者 ， 一 方 面 亦 是 消 息 的 搜 集 者 ； 因 此 ， 欲 使 消 息 成
功 地 傳 給 此 班 人 士 ， 選 擇 傳 播 媒 介 實 非 常 重 要 。 事 實 上 ，
尚 無 一 種 大 衆 傳 播 媒 介 ， 足 以 肩 負 此 一 任 務 ︱ 將 消 息 傳 給
所 有 意 見 領 導 者 。 所 以 必 須 各 種 媒 介 兼 用 ， 其 中 尤 以 婦 女
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時 裝 雜 誌 及 普 及 興 趣 雜 誌 最 為 重 要 。 宣 傳 的 內 容 ， 無 須 極
力 引 起 服 裝 意 見 領 導 者 對 服 裝 的 興 趣 ， 因 為 根 據 本 文 研 究
結 果 ， 她 們 本 來 已 對 服 裝 具 有 濃 厚 的 興 趣 。 宣 傳 內 容 應 具
有 高 級 及 成 熟 韻 味 ， 因 為 意 見 領 導 者 是 屬 於 比 較 高 級 及 成
熟 的 一 群 。 如 此 ， 方 能 輕 易 影 響 意 見 領 導 者 ， 進 而 影 響 廣
大 的 群 衆 ， 轉 移 她 們 的 觀 點 ， 使 她 們 追 隨 意 見 領 導 者 的 走
之 方 向 ， 從 而 收 事 半 功 倍 之 效 。


